Are You Ready for Wireless

10 key questions public safety agencies need to ask when considering a wireless strategy

1. How are officers in the field communicating today?
2. How does my agency receive our dispatches?
3. How are the officers in the field getting the wants-and-warrant lookups?
4. What is the normal response time from the dispatcher to inquiries?
5. How much time do officers spend writing incident reports on paper and then entering them into their computers?
6. Do officers have to come off the street to enter reports in their computers? If so, how long does it usually take to get reports approved?
7. How do I provide officers in the field with access to law-enforcement databases or additional information they can’t access today?
8. Does the current CAD or mapping application support GPS coordinates to facilitate closest-unit dispatch?
9. How does my agency track and manage its vehicles and other field assets during business and non-business hours?
10. What are the key items that need to be addressed when looking for a public-carrier solution provider?

To learn more about AT&T wireless solutions for public safety first responders, go to www.att.com/wirelessgovworkshop and schedule a wireless workshop today.